Teaching Assignment at Department of Cooperative Studies – International Programme

“Computer-aided statistical data analysis “
-22 lecture units in English language -


Location: Campus Lichtenberg

Contents:

- An introduction to R (alternatively SPSS)
- Handling data (incl. data preparation and transformation)
- Computer-assisted calculations of selected descriptive and inductive statistical procedures on the basis of empirical business data
- An insight into programming with R (alternatively SPSS)
- PC practice

Contact person:
Prof. Dr. Silke Bustamante
Hochschule für Wirtschaft und Recht Berlin
Campus Lichtenberg
Fachbereich 2 (Haus 5)
Alt-Friedrichsfelde 60
10315 Berlin

T: +49 (0)30 30877-2220
E: silke.bustamante@hwr-berlin.de

Please send your application and your CV to silke.bustamante@hwr-berlin.de.